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1. WHAT IS TOMORROW’S PRICE?
1.1. About the game
Tomorrowsprice is a Dapp game where you can predict the tomorrow price of Bitcoin
(BTC). It's not a Gambling Game, so when you have a wrong prediction, you would not
lose anything.
1.2. Game condition
If you want to play the game, you need to deposit 100 DAI to Tomorrowsprice. It means
you would get a ticket to play everyday.
1.3. Site operation
Tomorrowsprice operated by a Smart Contract. It will automatically distribute the total
deposit of players onto Compound.finance. The generated interest of Compound is used
to pay for the prize of players.
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2. HOW TO PLAY?
You can place a prediction for the tomorrow price of BTC on the homepage of
Tomorrowsprice. If you have a correct prediction, you can earn minimum 100 DAI. In case
there is no winner, the prize will be added up everyday, until it reaches 1,000 DAI. If you
have an incorrect prediction, you lose nothing, and your balance would remain the same.
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3. GAME ADVANTAGES
3.1. Transparent
The result is provided by calling an API from coinmarketcap.com at exact 02:00 PM (UTC)
everyday.

3.2. Anonymous
You don’t have to submit any KYC to join the game. To start the game, you only need to
use an Ethereum Wallet to sign in.
3.3. Costless
You can withdraw 100% of the deposited amount from our Smart Contract at anytime. It
only costs you a small amount of Gas Fees when making a deposit, or withdraw, as the
whole system is operated by a Smart Contract.
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4. HOW IT WORKS?
4.1. Game Mechanism
Tomorrowsprice is operated completely by a Smart Contract. It means the deposited DAI
is secured within a Smart Contract on the Ethereum Blockchain, and can be tracked by
any Block Explorer.
4.2. Top Players
Players that have close predictions to previous given results will be listed on our Top 10
Board. Top 10 players will be rewarded everyday.
4.3. What’s more?
If there is another player want to check out your placed predictions as a reference you will
earn a reward. You can also refer a friend to earn the referral reward. Please check our
affiliate policy for more details.
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5. FAQ
5.1. When can I withdraw my deposit?

Your deposit can be withdrawn at anytime. In a few simple steps, your deposit will be
returned to your wallet.
5.2. What is the prize of Top players?
Top players will be rewarded everyday.
Rank 1: 2% of the provided interest from Compound
Rank 2: 1% of the provided interest from Compound
Rank 3: 0.5% of the provided interest from Compound
Rank 4 – Rank 10: 0.2% of the provided interest from Compound
5.3. How can I place 05 predictions in accordance with 05 tickets?
You can obtain 05 tickets by depositing 500 DAI to the Smart Contract.
5.4. When can I find the result?
The result will be provided automatically
coinmarketcap.com at exact 02:00 PM (UTC).

everyday

by

calling

an API from

5.5. What will happen when I place an incorrect prediction?

You would not lose anything when placing an incorrect prediction. Your deposit will remain
the same until you withdraw it.
5.6. If I have a correct prediction, how and when can I receive my reward?
For security purposes, the reward will be sent by Tomorrowsprice within the working day
after.
5.7. Is this game Decentralized?
Yes, Tomorrow Price is a Decentralized Game (Dapp Game). Everything is operated and
secured by our Smart Contract.
5.8. Can I change my address to login?
Sorry, you cannot change your address, unless you withdraw your deposit, then transfer to
another address to play the game.
5.9. Can I withdraw my deposit to a different address from my login address?
It's not possible. For security purposes, you can only withdraw your deposit to your login
address.
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TRY NOW!
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